Sidewinder v9.00 - New Features & Updates
Sidewinder v9.02
Drive Layout
Small fix when showing the plan view layout windows for pulleys with single backstops.
Idlers - Reports
Several additions and improvements to the idler report output details.
1. Added idler bearing Minimum L10 Life, Minimum L10 Life without Vertical Curves,
and 95% L10 Level to the output report.
2. Added Roll L10 failures per year and %Roll L10 failures per year to the output window
and report. These numbers are the expected idler roll failures due to bearing L10 failures.

3. In the "Idler Set Data" in the report, the bearing L10 life output was the 95% L10 Level.
This is now changed to Minimum L10 Life of the idler bearings.
In previous versions the output variable "95% L10 Level" was actually listing 90% L10 Level.
This has been corrected to 95% and the result is the L10 bearing hours that 95% of the idler
bearings exceed.
PAX
Fixed bug in PAX with shaft length when meshing.
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Sidewinder v9.00
Newton Chute Lite
Sidewinder now include a free version of Newton Chute (Lite). This version allows the user to
simulate the flow of material though a transfer chute system. The chute geometry can be created
parametrically within Newton, or imported from many commercial CAD programs (AutoCad,
Inventor, Solid Works, Solid Edge, ect).

A detailed overview of Newton Chute Lite is available in the video below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fCTDV0uT5Ds&t=3s
Drive Layout – Plan View
Several improvements to the plan view layouts for a range of drive/backstop/brake
configurations.
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Sidewinder v8.63
Final release of Sidewinder v8.xx

Sidewinder v8.62
Core Updates
Several improvements to the user interface and reports.
Improved available Dimension Styles in Autocad DXF exports.
Changed dimension length for Clause 8.2 in AS1403 specification for shaft design. In previous
version the check length (for Clause 8.2) was between the edge of the bearing and the fillet
radius. The check length is now between the bearing center and fillet radius, which matches the
examples in the specification.

Sidewinder v8.61
User Library Updates
User library files can now be opened for any geographical region settings and units. The .csv
files are now saved with a semicolon “;” separator. All current library files will be automatically
converted the first time the user enters the “Equipment and Library Database” in Sidewinder.
Plan View Drive Layout Improvements
Several improvements with the drive/brake/backstop layouts. Sidewinder now sets the “Bearing
to Coupling” distance to the input value (or automatically calculates it) for all drive
configurations. This is true for any brake/backstop arrangement as shown below:

This is also true for shaft mounted configurations like a Dodge TA2, or Siemens Quadrive
arrangement. Sheave sizes (and number of V-belts) are also now shown dimensionally correct.
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Sidewinder v8.60
Profile Load Correction
Added edge distance %CEMA area calculation for a 1-roll idler with material.

Sidewinder v8.59
Added debugging to check for incorrect convergence.

Sidewinder v8.57
PAX Updates
Added 3 new variable to PAX:
1. Bearing to Shaft End (Left Side) – this variable lets you define the length between
bearing and shaft end on a non-symmetric pulley
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2. LD Stopper Length – Lets you control the distance between locking device center to the
inside edge of a locking device stopper:

3. Rim Thickness at Fillets – Allows you to increase the rim thickness in the end disk at
fillets R1 and R2. The bottom edge will slope upwards to the rim thickness at the “Top
Length” location as shown below.
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Sidewinder v8.56
Updated output reports to only show the material sets used in the current file calculations. This
is output when the "All material sets" checkbox is selected in the report options.

Sidewinder v8.54
Fix a bug in PAX - the Ringfeeder allowable bending moment could be wrong if you ran
multiple pulleys of the same type in the same Sidewinder file.
Fixed a bug in the crown geometry that affected the loading of the belt normal and shear
pressures.

Sidewinder v8.53
Some memory management adjustments were made to PAX.

Sidewinder v8.52
The pulley mass is no longer shown on the counterweight label for vertical take-up systems. If
the user selects to output the take-up details in the report, then an added paragraph is shown
estimating the mass of the take-up pulley assembly (pulley, bearings, supporting steelwork). The
counterweight mass including these estimations and the selected cable reeving ratio is also
output.

Various updates and improvements in the output reports.

Sidewinder v8.51
Structural load cases can now be specified as either design level 1 or 2. This allows more control
over which pulley design tensions used on the conveyor.
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Sidewinder v8.50
Corrected a bug in v8.45 which was not adding in the drag from ‘skirtboard only’ elements to the
total power calculations.
An idler troughing angle of ‘0’ can now be input for any 2-6 roll set.
The belt tap length now accurately reflects wrap angle length around pulleys (previously this was
just the straight length from the entry to exit point).
Several updated tooltips for both input and output variables.

Sidewinder v8.49
Corrected a bug on certain cases where the idler spacing on the main page was not updating
properly.

Sidewinder v8.48
Added Aramid ‘Maxx Armour’ belting to the standard belting library.
Minor graphical updates as well as several tool tip improvements.
Updated to Microsoft .Net Framework v4.8. This is a stable release and most PC’s running
windows should already have this update installed as it was released in April 2019. However, if
you are experiencing any issues, you can download it directly from Microsoft at:
https://dotnet.microsoft.com/en-us/download/dotnet-framework

Sidewinder v8.47
Corrected the following:
1. An error opening certain files.
2. Conversion error in T1 and T2 design tensions in PAX.
3. Input error in input "Gap between Idlers" in the idler custom input section.

Sidewinder v8.46
Various feeder belt calculation updates.
Fix issue with the beltline profile not showing up on some output reports.
Several small user interface updates.
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Sidewinder v8.45
Material Area Reduction
Added a line on the material output showing the reduced material area. The maximum element
slope is shown, as well as the ISO 5048 “k” factor using the equation below.

Area S1 is calculated for the given idler set (1-6 rolls). S is the total cross-sectional area of the
material.
The “Percent Area at Maximum Slope (%As)” is also given. This is the maximum loading in a
flat section divided by the k factor. It represents the actual allowable percent loading at the
maximum slope. For example, if the percent CEMA loading is 71%, and the k factor at the
maximum slope is 0.89, then the %As is 71% / 0.89 = 80%.
This line is only output for conveyor with a maximum slope greater than 8 degrees. A warning
message is shown if the material surcharge angle is less than the maximum element slope.
Feeder Belts
Corrected a calculation convergence issue on certain feeder belt files that caused Sidewinder to
lock up.

Sidewinder v8.43
Overhung Loads
A few corrections and additions to the new overhung load calculations.
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Sidewinder v8.41
Overhung Loads
Overhung loads are now an integral part of the standard calculations and inputs. They are
automatically calculated and stored when a right-angle shaft mounted reduced is selected. The
overhung load values are all shown on the motor output page. The calculated value for each load
case (and for both running and starting) are all shown.
The user can input the masses, and centers of gravity, for each component of the motor assembly
if known. If not input, Sidewinder will estimate these in the same manner as the overhung load
work page that users may already be familiar with.

If the user manually enters an overhung load (on the pulley type input page), then these values
are used in the exact same manner as before. The user input vertical load will be used for all
load cases.

However, if the vertical load is not input, and a right angle reducer is selected, then Sidewinder
will now calculated the specific vertical overhung load for each load case (and also each
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condition such as running, starting, stopping). This is done to determine the worst case condition
for the shaft design. It takes into account the different belt tensions (and thus unique overhung
load) for each and every case rather than using a single value for all cases.
This is actually identical to previous versions of Sidewidner in which the software looped though
all load cases to calculate the T1 and T2 design tensions. Now however, the correct overhung
load value for the specific case is used. The pulley tension multipliers (specified on the design
criteria page) are also included. Reaction loads of the swing base support arm are also shown.
For example, in the image below the “All” tab of the motor output shows the overhung load
ranges for all the load case conditions. The range is -12.6 kN to +5.6 kN. If a specific load case
tab is selected the values for that case are shown.

However, the design case (as shown on the shaft output page) show the overhung load as -3.6
kN-m. This corresponds to the selected shaft design case (the fully loaded high friction running
for this example). In other words, this was the specific condition which resulted in the selected
shaft diameter and resulting stresses shown.
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Dodge TA2
Fixed a bug when auto-sizing v-belts and sheaves for larger motors when a Dodge TA2 (shaft
mounted reducer) was selected. Motor inputs for the V-belt and sheave sizes are only shown if
“Shaft” is the selected reducer configuration.

Sidewinder v8.40
PAX
Added lwPolyline for the shaft, end disk, and shaft to the DXF output file which now include
fillet radii that can easily be dimensioned in AudoCAD.

Sidewinder v8.39
Site Altitude
Added “Site Altitude” in the conveyor design criteria. Both the altitude and ambient temperature
are now used to derate the motors at higher elevations.

Motor de-rating is done using the following table (taken from https://www.motorsatwork.com/):

The user can also enter a motor de-rating factor if they would like to specify this themselves. If a
value is manually entered it will be used for all load cases, irrespective of the ambient
temperature (e.g. Low/Normal/High friction cases)
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Project Files
Several improvements when working with project files including the ability to insert/remove
lines in the custom tab pages.
There is also a new “default.ctf” file with updated default vendor data pages. This can be found
in the Sidewinder installation directory once you have updated to v8.39.

Other Additions
Corrected a few small grammatical errors in the project file inputs and reports.
The default minimum pulley diameter is now limited to 250 mm (10”) for belting ratings less
than EP-250.

Sidewinder v8.38
Added Sempertans fabric belting to the internal user library.
Corrected user preferences selection to include structural tensions in pulley design calculations.
Updated various help tooltips.
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Sidewinder v8.37
PAX – Added PAX Input and Meshing Data to User Library
1. We have added input and meshing data to the User Library. If you customize the mesh
input for a pulley, they will be saved to the User Library.
2. You can now add a pulley to the User Library directly from PAX.
3. You can now add a pulley from the User Library to your current PAX analysis.
4. If the belt width input in the “Library IDs” input does not match the conveyor’s belt
width, PAX will ask if you want to update the conveyor belt width.
5. A “Rename” button has been placed next to the Analysis Pulley drop-down so you can
easily rename the pulley tag.
6. “Pulley Design Loads” and “Library IDs” which were previously found in the
“Geometry” tab and moved to the “Pulley” tab to make them more accessible in the PAX
analysis.
User Library
When you save a pulley to the User Library, the PAX analysis and meshing input are saved to
the User Library.

Library Button in PAX
A new button “Library” is added in the “Pulley” tab in PAX.
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When you click on the button, a context menu will show:

You can “Copy Pulley Data”, which will copy the currently selected pulley information to the
clip board. You can then go to the User Library and add this pulley to the User Library. See
Section 6.3 of the PAX manual for details.
Or you can select a pulley from your current User Library. This will then overwrite the inputs of
the currently selected pulley with the selected pulley.
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PAX Menu Change
The “Pulley Design Loads” and “Library IDs” inputs have been moved from the “Geometry” tab
to the “Pulley” tab. This is done to make these inputs more accessible.

Rename Button
A new “Rename” Button is added next to the pulley selection drop down list.

This button allows you to rename the pulley label:
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Sidewinder v8.36
Excel Exporting
Corrected a bug that was causing the excel exporting function to not work on some versions of
Windows.

Sidewinder v8.35
We have changed the calculation for vertical force component from a concave curve in the idler
bearing L10 calculation. In a vertical curve, the vertical force in the L10 calculation was
determined by integrating longitudinal stress along the belt length over each roller. Therefore,
the vertical force is not only a function of belt tension and radius, but also by the geometry of the
idler. This makes sense for a convex curve, however, in a concave curve it can result in incorrect
results if the concave curve is very small (i.e. if you enter a 50 m concave curve in at a tripper).
In a concave curve (especially a small one) the belt edges simply bow out or lift off the idler so
integrating the stress in the belt doesn’t make sense.
The vertical force from a concave curve on an idler roll is now simply:
𝐹𝑉 =

𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙
𝑇
× 𝑆𝑖 ×
𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
𝑅𝑉

PAX
Added a “Copy to Clipboard” option for the Input / Output columns in Pax:
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PAX
Added ability to calculate all pulley at once. The new button “Calculate All Pulley” will first
check that each pulley has been meshed. If not meshed, you will have the option to mesh the
pulley. Note that if a pulley is not meshed, that PAX will not calculate this pulley. Once the
pulleys have been meshed, all meshed pulleys will be analyzed.

Also, a context menu has been added to easily select a different pulley. When the mouse hovers
over the tabs (Pulleys, Geometry, Meshing, Results) you can left click and a context menu
showing all pulleys will appear. Select the pulley you wish to analyze.

This allows you to easily switch pulleys.
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Sidewinder v8.34
Several new features have been added into the release of Sidewinder. As always, user feedback
is always appreciated. Feel free to drop us an Email if there are any additional outputs you would
like to see added with these features.
User Interface
We have made several improvements to the user interface. This includes adding a fourth grid on
the main page. This grid includes the take-up inputs, dynamics, vertical/horizontal curves, and
stringer inputs. This was done to accommodate the far more common 16:9 wide screen aspect
ratio (vs the classic 4:3). We also feed this layout provides a more intuitive feel for new users. It
also keeps all the take-up inputs in one standard location.
Additionally, but less noticeable, there have been several tweaks to many of the input and output
grids.
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Take-Up Winch
We have added several new improvements for conveyors with automatic take-up winches. This
includes the auto sizing of winch motors, gear reduction ratios, winch and pulley speed, and
various winch drum dimensions. Equipment can also be manually input if known.

Take-Up Plot
The take-up plot (which is still available on the detailed output pages) is now also visible in on
the main take-up output page. Both vertical and horizontal take-up are shown along with
dimensionally correct revving ratios and counterweight and pulley displacements.
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Take-Up – Adjustable Winch & Displacements
Several other aspects of the take-up calculations have also been improved. When using a gravity
take-up, the user can now select if an “adjustable” winch is installed at the end of the cable. This
will in-turn affect the required take-up travel of the counterweight. Additionally, both the
counterweight and pulley displacements are now clearly shown in the output as well as each of
their corresponding components.

ToolTips
Several Tooltips have been updated, and many tooltips are now available in the detailed output
window.
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Feeder Belt Calculations
There have been many new improvements to the feeder belt calculation inputs and outputs. This
includes adding/updating a few of the calculation methods and examples. All calculation details
for each method are now clearly output for the end user. Additionally, specific items (such as
breakaway motor power for the initial flow condition) are now output. We are still working on
getting these updates included in the user manual, but hope to have them completed shortly. We
are also improving the tool tips for both the input, and output results for all the feeder belt
variables.
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Sidewinder v8.29
Several user interface updates
Minor updates in project files, and corrected total brake count in summary

Sidewinder v8.28
PAX
Made improvements to pulley meshing.

Sidewinder v8.26
PAX
A new variable has been added to PAX, which is “Pulley is Symmetrical” and in found in the
“Pulley Design Loads”:

The variable has three options, which are
1. “Auto” – Let PAX decide if the pulley is symmetrical or non-symmetrical
2. Symmetrical – Force the pulley to be symmetrical, i.e. PAX will model the pulley as a
half pulley which assumes that the loading on both sides of the pulley are the same.
3. Non-Symmetrical – PAX will model the pulley as a full pulley.
For example, if you have a drive pulley with one motor PAX will model this pulley as a full
pulley (non-symmetrical - modeling both sides of the pulley). The following graphic shows a
non-symmetrical drive pulley:

In the results, the full torque loading will be placed on the driven shaft.
However, you can set the pulley as symmetrical which would reduce the number of elements by
approximately 50%.
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The model runs much faster, however, the model assumes that the torque loading is evenly split
between both sides of the pulley. Note that this error is generally small as torsional stresses are
normal small compared to bending stresses.

Sidewinder v8.25
DPI Screen Scaling - Toolbars
We have added some beautiful new large toolbar icons for anyone using Windows screen scaling
above 100%. This can be set in the user preferences.

Sidewinder now looks even better for high resolution screens!

We have also updated the output reports for users with DPI scaling turned on. As such all of the
report plots and images should look excellent.
AutoCAD Importing
Users can now select a specific layer from a dxf file to import. This is nice as you no long need
to copy/paste the conveyor profile polyline into a new CAD file before importing it. This feature
has also been added to the horizontal curve (plan view) importing.
PAX Window Resizing
All PAX windows now auto-resize properly when adjusting the window manually. The selected
window also keeps the current view when resizing.
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Carry & Return Side Idler Spacing
Normally, users enter the idler spacings on the Idler Spacing Criteria pages of the vertical curve
input page. However, As the carry/return inputs are very commonly used, we have added these
at the bottom of the idler input data page. These two inputs are by definitely the same two inputs
as in the idler spacing table. If you change them on one page they will automatically change on
the other. Hopefully, this will be a nice shortcut for many users on many conventional
conveyors!

Idler Equipment and Commodity Codes
When turned on (in the design criteria input) these are now grouped together with the other idler
type inputs.

Report Warnings
We have added several warning screens that appear before printing a report. These are simply
information windows to hopefully let you make better design choices and lets you know when
you have left items blank when perhaps you should specify them. We hope to expand this down
the road to help designers optimizes their designs if possible.
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Sidewinder v8.24
Project Files
Lots of new improvements and additions to the project files summary and custom user
worksheets.

Sidewinder v8.22
Excel Exporting
Improved excel exporting.
Standard Units Report Plotting
Corrected an issue with the profile pulley view when plotting reports using standard units.

Sidewinder v8.21
File Saving
Ever tried saving a file and for whatever reason the dongle licensing was disconnected? From
now on, should the dongle get disconnected when you are working, you can save the file (using
either “Save”, or “SaveAs”), before Sidewinder go back into demo mode.

Sidewinder v8.20
Startup Tension Bug
A bug was discovered in v8.16 in which the starting motor torque was not being correctly
initialized/calculated on certain files. This in-turn resulted in incorrect starting belt tensions for
these cases. It was mostly for files in which the belt rating was not input by the user, but there
were other conditions which could cause it to happen as well. We recommend any users running
v8.16 – 8.19 (June/July 2021) update to v8.20 and re-run any files created with these versions.

Sidewinder v8.19
Corrected a minor issue with the pulley shaft output window locking up on certain files.

Sidewinder v8.18
Various New Additions
Project window now supports the full 25 drive/brake/backstop inputs.
Updated some of the standard vendor sheets in the project files outputs.
Added the free belt edge distance (from the edge of the belt to the edge of the idler) in the idler
output window. This is useful when working with horizontally curved conveyors.

Sidewinder v8.17
25 Drive/Brake/Backstop Stations
The number of drive, brake, and backstop locations for a single conveyor has been increased
from 10 to 25.
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Tonnage Calculator
The input values for the tonnage calculator are now saved in the Sidewinder swi file.
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Sidewinder v8.16
Structural Loads
Many new changes and improvements to the structural design loads. Users can now include (or
exclude) the two standard cases (flooded belt and motor nameplate power). More importantly
users can now add as many additional structural cases as they wish, as well as have much more
control over each of these cases. We are working on updated the user manual to reflect all of
these changes, but for now please refence the you tube video link before for more information.
https://youtu.be/-m5A2oK9kh4
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Idler Spacing
When working in either the vertical profile (idler spacing table), or the conveyor profile (and in
either the idler spacing or type columns), the idler spacing is shown in the conveyor window.
This is just a nice way to double check that both the spacing, and types, are as you think they
should be. Only the carry, or the return side is shown to avoid confusion.

10th Drive Station
Corrected a small bug that happen with using all ten (10) drive stations. Nine drive stations and
below was just fine, but a small bug that snuck in when using the tenth drive station.
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Stringer Calculations
We are working on several improvements to the stringer sizing and calculations. This will
include a user input for distributed loads, leg/foundation reaction loads for various load cases,
and much more. With these improvements comes some minor changes to the input/output
formatting. To see the stringer output calculations, you currently need to click on the stringer
output tab and select the “Calculations” checkbox. Stay tuned for more details.
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Sidewinder v8.12
PAX
We have added Ringspann and CTL locking devices.
The following Ringspann models have been added:
RLK 133 TC
RLK 136 TC
RLK 402 TC
RLK 404 TC
RLK 404 TC Light
RLK 200
RLK 235 TC
The following graphic shows the allowable bending moments per the manufacturer:

The CTL catalog does not list allowable bending moment. Therefore, we have assumed
allowable bending moment (MB) similar to other manufacturers. The following CTL (Conical
Lock Systems) models have been added:
CTL 200, MB = 22% * MT
CTL 301, MB = 30% * MT
CTL 350F, MB = 30% * MT
CTL 351F, MB = 30% * MT
CTL 400, MB = 32% * MT
CTL 401, MB = 32% * MT
CTL 410, MB = 35% * MT
CTL 411, MB = 35% * MT
Allowable bending moment will be updated if manufacturer provides the data.
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Sidewinder v8.11
Motor Power Split
An incredibly useful tool to define the motor power split between drive pulleys.
This is specified per driven pulley (not per drive). If there are two motors on one drive pulley,
then they will split the input value.
• Users can split the power for each driven pulley, and each load case.
• 0 can be used to turn a motor off for a given load case or series of conditions.
• Entering an input number (e.g. 50) refers to the percentage of the current load cases power.
• Using a plus sign “+” changes the inputs from a percentage of the load case power, to a
percentage of the motor’s nameplate rating.

Some examples are:
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“70,30” - If you have two 100 kW motors on two pulleys, then the total conveyor power is split
70% for motor 1 and 30% for motor 2.
“70,30” - If you have three 100 kW motors on two pulleys (2:1 ratio), then the total conveyor
power is split 70% for motors 1 & 2 (thus 35% each) and 30% for motor 3.
“+,60” - If you have two 100 kW motors on two pulleys, then motor 2 will apply 60% of its
nameplate rating (regardless of the total power for that case) and motor 1 will apply the
remaining power.
“+,60” - If you have three 100 kW motors on two pulleys (2:1 ratio), then motor 3 will apply
60% of its nameplate rating and motors 1 & 2 will equally split the remaining power.
“0,100” - If you have three 100 kW motors on two pulleys (2:1 ratio), then motor 3 take all the
power since motor 1 and 2 are turned off.
A value can be input for every driven pulley. For example, if you have 4 drive pulleys you could
use.
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“20,30,0,50” - drive pulley #1 would take 20% of the load case power, drive pulley #2 30%, All
motors on drive pulley #3 would be off, and the motors on drive pulley #4 would take the final
50% power.
“20,+,0,50” - motors on drive pulley 3 will not take any power, motors on drive pulley #1 will
apply 20% of their nameplate rating, motors on drive pulley #4 will apply 50% of their
nameplate rating, motors on drive pulley #2 would take the remaining power.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you FORCE a motor to take more power than it has, that power will be applied. For example,
if you have two motors on two pulleys, one motor is 50 kW and the other is 200 kW.
If you then use “60,40” 60% will be applied to the first motor and 40% to the second. If the
demand power for that load case is 150 kW, then 60% (90 kW) will be taken by motor 1, and
40% (60 kW) by motor 2. Even though motor 1 is only a 50 kW, it will take 60 kW for this case.
The motor power split can be entered for the first two load cases (empty and full load cases) even
though those cells are colored grey.
Sidewinder will highlight anything over 100% in ORANGE. You as the engineer need to
understand this and change the power distribution if desired. The individual demand power, and
percentage for each motor is shown on the motor output tab.

Hanging counterweight – Take-up Travel
Corrected an obvious bug that recently snuck into the take-up output page. When using a 0:0
cable revving ratio (hanging counterweight) the required counterweight displacement shown at
the bottom was not reflecting the correct pulley displacement.
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Sidewinder v8.10
AS-1403 – Shaft Calculations
The calculations for the AS-1403 shaft calculations have been updated to better reflect the
AS1403 code.
In previous versions, Sidewinder inserted values of 1.3 and 1.5 in the “K Factor – AS-1403
(Hub)” and “K Factor – AS-1403 (Bearing)” in the input boxes as shown below:

In this version, these input values will default to blank, meaning that Sidewinder will
automatically calculate the K Factors based on shaft geometry:
The following additional improvements have been made:
Changes in K-Factor at the hub location (location of the locking device)
1. Line “Fit H7/k6 (Transition fit)” of Figure 6 is used to determine the K-Factor of the hub
if there is keyless locking device (e.g. Bikon 1015, etc.).
2. Line “Side-milled keyway Component fit H7/k6 (Transition Fit)” of Figure 7 is used to
determine the K-Factor of the hub if a XT hub is used.
3. Line “Fit H7/s6 (Interference fit)” of Figure 6 is used to determine the K-Factor of the
hub if the end disk is a shrink fit.
4. Sidewinder checks the distance between the edge of the locking device and the hub fillet.
If the distance is less than 0.16 * diameter of the hub, then rule 8.2(d) is followed. If the
distance is less than 0.25 * diameter of the hub, then rule 8.2(c) is followed. The
increased K-Factor is done at the hub location.
5. Sidewinder checks the distance between the edge of the locking device and the bearing
fillet. If the distance is less than 0.16 * diameter of the bearing, then rule 8.2(d) is
followed. If the distance is less than 0.25 * diameter of the bearing, then rule 8.2(c) is
followed. The increased K-Factor is done at the hub location.
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Changes in K-Factor at the bearing location
1. Line “Fit K8/k6 (Transition fit)” of Figure 5 is used to determine the K-Factor of the
bearing location.
2. Sidewinder checks the distance between the edge of the bearing and the bearing fillet. If
the distance is less than 0.16 * diameter of the bearing, then rule 8.2(d) is followed. If the
distance is less than 0.25 * diameter of the bearing, then rule 8.2(c) is followed. The
increased K-Factor is done at the hub location.
3. Sidewinder checks the distance between the edge of the bearing and the coupling fillet. If
the distance is less than 0.16 * diameter of the coupling, then rule 8.2(d) is followed. If
the distance is less than 0.25 * diameter of the coupling, then rule 8.2(c) is followed. The
increased K-Factor is done at the hub location.
Changes in K-Factor at the coupling location (the previous default was K=2.0)
1. Line “Side-milled keyway Component fit H7/s6 (Interference Fit)” of Figure 7 is used to
determine the K-Factor of the low-speed coupling location.
2. Sidewinder checks the distance between the edge of the coupling and the coupling fillet.
If the distance is less than 0.16 * diameter of the coupling, then rule 8.2(d) is followed. If
the distance is less than 0.25 * diameter of the coupling, then rule 8.2(c) is followed. The
increased K-Factor is done at the hub location.
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Pulley Required Diameter
There are several criteria for which Sidewinder will flag the pulley diameter as being
insufficient. One is based on the belting, which is a function of the belt rating, plys/cables, etc.
The other is from a construction or end disk point of view.
Under user preferences the ratio of the pulley diameter to the shaft diameter has a default of 3
(the user can set this as they like). If you have a 1000 mm pulley, and 300 m shaft then for an
allowable ratio of 3 it would be ok. But if the shaft is 400 Sidewinder, then Sidewinder will warn
you. Therefore, you often see a “RED” required pulley diameter in the output, even though you
“think” it should be fine (at least from a belt selection point of view). Sidewinder was just
warning you that there may not be enough room for a hub and end disk to fit between the shaft
and rim (based on your user preferences).
However, having both these warning red, often confused users. The shaft ratio warning is now
Orange as shown below. The belt criteria warning is still RED.
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Sidewinder v8.09
Pipe Conveyor
Several pipe conveyor improvements and suggestions have been implemented.
A transvers stiffness loss factor has been added to separately account for the expansion and
compression losses which occur between idler sets.

For accurate calculations, the designer should consider contacting AC-Tek, and/or performing an
FEA analysis for the specific system. However, a value from 0.3 to 0.7 has shown to give
reasonable results for a wide range of pipe conveyor installations.
It should be noted that if the user opens a Sidewinder design file created prior to v8.08,
Sidewinder will automatically insert the pipe Ky factor calculated for that file in the Ky input.
Additionally, “0” will be inserted for the transverse stiffness loss. This will preserve any past
calculations and as such give the designer the same results as before. The designer can then
delete these input values (if they so choose) and let Sidewinder run the calculations with this new
calculation method. The CEMA 7th method is also recommended for pipe conveyor calculations.
While other methods can be used, this method seems to provide the most reliable results.
Pulley Libraries
User custom pulley libraries have several improvements and corrections.
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Pipe Conveyor L10 life
Idler L10 life calculations now include a vibration effect for the expansion and compression of
the belt between idler rolls. While this value is not the same as the original intention for the
return side vibration of a flat/troughed conveyor, AC-Tek feels this effect is indeed similar and
should be considered. As such it is reasonable to include this effect on pipe conveyors. A default
value of 0.02 is now used if the inputs are left blank.

It is also suggested that the default installation tolerances of 2.5 mm be increased to 5.0 mm for
pipe conveyor designs. This is due to the nature of a pipe conveyor being confined in both the X
and Y axis between idler panels. Unlike a troughed belt which is free to displace laterally, and
unconstrained vertically.

Sidewinder v8.06
Significantly improved the automatic uploading speed for new versions. Also corrected an issue
some users may be having with the automatic updates and installation.
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Sidewinder v8.05
Corrected several small windows dpi scaling issues. If you are using windows 10 display
scaling, you should set you user preferences “Use DPI scaling” to “Yes”. If you’re not sure, just
right click on your desktop, go to “display settings”, and then look that the “Scale and layout
value”. If its greater than 100%, then you have windows scaling turned on. Using this option in
Sidewinder will make your graphics and text look crisp and super sharp!
PAX
PAX has been updated for locking device models Bikon 2006, B-Loc 117, TAS 4006, and MAV
6002. This locking device has two hub rings and each ring has a different pressure. The
following graphic shows a mesh of this locking device:

The geometry of each locking device model and size is stored in PAX so the geometry is
automatically modeled when Sidewinder in run and the pulley meshed. The input allows you to
adjust the input pressure on each ring. However, the catalog values will be used if the input is
left blank.
After solving PAX, the resulting pressure can be viewed on the “Contact Stresses at Hub –
Locking Device” graph:
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It is noted that the grid output in “Locking Device Stresses” in the Summary tab are the
combined stresses from each ring.

Sidewinder v8.04
Minor user interface updates and corrections.

Sidewinder v8.03
Various graphical bug fixes in PAX.
PAX
Manufacturers of the XT hub and bushing locking devices do not publish resulting pressure on
the shaft and hub from bolt tightening. PAX now estimates the resulting pressure at the shaft to
locking device interface based on the published bolt tightening torques. The shaft to locking
device pressure is estimated by the method outlined in “Throw Away the Key” by Mark Rabens
in Motion System Design, Nov 2001.
The contact pressure at the shaft is:
𝑃𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 =

𝑁
𝜋𝑑𝐿

Where
d = diameter of shaft
L = width of XT locking device
𝑅
N = radial force caused by tapered interface: 𝑁 = tan(𝛼+𝜌)+𝜇
α = taper angle, = 9.46 deg (2” per foot taper) for XT locking device
ρ = friction angle, assumed to be zero
μ = coefficient of friction, default set to 0.12
𝑛∗𝑡𝑞
R = radial force from bolts: 𝑅 = 𝐾·𝐷
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n = number of bolts
tq = tightening torque
K = Bolt torque factor, assumed to be 0.18
D = bolt diameter
The resulting pressure at the shaft for each locking device size is:

XT15
XT20
XT25
XT30
XT35
XT40
XT45
XT50
XT60
XT70
XT80
XT100
XT120

Shaft
diameter
(in)
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
6
7
9
10
12

Hub
Diameter
(in)
2.875
3.813
4.375
5.75
6.345
7.25
8
9.563
11.25
13.188
14.625
17.5
20.5

Width at
Shaft (in)
1.125
1.40625
1.875
2.0625
2.46875
2.8125
3.3125
3.75
4.125
4.6875
5.125
6.1875
7.0625

Bolt Size
(in)

Bolt Qty
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
8

0.250
0.3125
0.375
0.4375
0.500
0.5625
0.625
0.750
0.875
1.000
1.125
1.125
1.125

Bolt
Torque
(in-lb)
95
200
350
550
840
1200
1680
3000
4800
7200
9000
9000
9000

Pressure at
Shaft
(psi)
5,557
5,616
4,914
5,014
4,798
4,680
4,450
5,265
5,470
5,415
4,280
4,786
4,659

For all other locking device types, PAX solves for the pressure at the hub. However, for the XT
locking device, PAX solves the pressure at the shaft.
The following graphic shows locking device inputs. PAX will solve for the shaft pressure based
on your inputs. You may change the “Hub / Bushing Angle”, “Coef of Friction” and allow PAX
to auto calculate the shaft pressure. Or alternately, you may directly enter the shaft pressure.
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The XT manufacturer do not list allowable torque or bending moments. Therefore, PAX
estimates the allowable torque:
𝑀𝑡 =

𝑁𝜇𝑑
𝑑

The allowable torque is not set as it is not published. However, PAX does calculate the
combined torque as:
𝑀𝑡−𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 = √𝑇 2 + (2 ∙ 𝑀𝑏 )2
Where T is the driven torque and Mb is the bending moment across the locking device. If
resultant combined torque is greater than the allowed, PAX will flag it:

Sidewinder v8.0
Sidewinder v8.0 initial release.
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Sidewinder v7.98
Fixed an issue in causing the windows update to freeze for some users.

Sidewinder v7.96
General
Several minor user interface updates. Also added the ability to include conveyor ID’s for the
feeding and receiving belts in the chute input data window.

Contour / Terrain Modeling
Lot of new updaters to the contour importing and terrain modeling feature. This includes the
ability to select specific layers (or multiple layers) from a CAD file. Thus, you no longer need to
cut/past data into a new CAD file when importing.
Furthermore, we have added a “Douglas Peucker Reduction” algorithm when importing data.
This allows the user to set an importing resolution for contours. This removes excessive data
points common in contour data files. In our testing we have taken CAD files in excess of 800
megabytes and reduced them to under 2 megabytes is size with almost no loss in resolution using
this algorithm.
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Horizontal Curve Geometry
Several updates to the horizontal curve input window as well as using the new 3D contour data
features.

Sidewinder v7.95
More improvements regarding 3D contour line importing and interface.

Sidewinder v7.94
More improvements regarding 3D contour line importing and interface.
Few minor updates the output reports.
Updated pulley belt line inertia calculations to exactly match the shell and end disk dimensions.
Updates – Revision Log
When you update Sidewinder.
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Sidewinder v7.93
Windows 10 – DPI Scaling
With a recent Windows 10 update Microsoft changed a low level setting for checking screen DPI
resolutions. As such the DPI scaling feature may not have been working on many users PC’s.
This is now corrected and as such the DPI scaling should work for everyone! If you are using screen
scaling, give the DPI setting a try. It looks great in Sidewinder!

Splice Safety Factor
Corrected a bug that was preventing the splice safety factor from being correctly input.

Pulley Beltline Mass
Corrected an issue when manually entering the pulley and shaft mass the individual pulley “beltline
mass” was not being updated correctly to reflect the user input.

Windows Arrow Keys
The arrow keys can be used to move up/down between load cases, and right/left between output windows.
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Contour Importing
This is a major new feature which allows 3D contour polylines to be directly imported from AutoCAD or
other cad software. Ground profiles can be created in the same way that the previous “GRID” files were
used. However, users no longer need to create a grid file from the contours. This should make working
with terrain models much easier for many users. Many options are available for visualizing the contours
as shown below.
We are making a video tutorial on this feature and we will add the like to this file as soon as it is
completed.
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Sidewinder v7.92
Load Point
Various small updates to the load point defaults and plotting. Load points with slider beds now show the
slider bed under the loading station (rather than idlers).

Sidewinder v7.90
Reports - Multiple Drive Stations
Corrected a few small issues in both the element input and reports when have more than 6 drive stations.

Sidewinder v7.89
CEMA 7th Cold Temperatures below -32 C
The CEMA 7th equations are valid in the range of -25 F (-32 C) to 120 F (49 C) as per page 142 of the
CEMA 7th book. As per figure 6.49 on page 166, the indentation loss component should only be used in
this range and is not valid outside of it.
For example, the default indentation drags goes to essentially zero if extrapolated to -50 C whereas the
Type 2 indentation keeps climbing. In the real world the rubber rheology behavior strongly depends on
the specific rubber compound used. For accurate calculations below -32 C specific testing of the rubber
compound used should be performed.
As such, Sidewinder now warns users of the temperature exceeds these ranges. If the temperature is
below -32 C it will still use the standard equations until -40 C. After -40 C it limits the indentation
calculation value to that at the -40 C temperature (regardless of the input value). The Kt temperature
extrapolation of the idlers is also used down to -40 F (-40 C) as per page 154 and table 6.27 and limited at
that value.
The CEMA 7th equations are valid in the range of -25 F (-32 C) to 120 F (49 C) as per page 142 of the
CEMA 7th book. As per figure 6.49 on page 166, the indentation loss component should only be used in
this range and is not valid outside of it.
If the temperature is below -32 C it will still use the standard equations until -40 C. After -40 C it limits
the indentation calculation value to that at the -40 C temperature (regardless of the input value). The Kt
temperature extrapolation of the idlers is also used down to -40 F (-40 C) as per page 154 and table 6.27
and limited at that value.

Sidewinder v7.87
Pulley Library & new Shaft Material
Correct a few issues when saving the user pulley libraries. Also add the “K1045” material to the “shaft
materials” selection list on the pulley/shaft input page.
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Sidewinder v7.86
Temperature in Brake Disk
We have added a work page to estimate the temperature of a brake disk:

The following graphic shows the work page. Any number of consecutive stops can be considered. The
analysis divides the disk into small elements and then calculates the heat transfer and resulting heat for
each element. The analysis can be completed for each load case and brake. The following examples
shows the temperature in a brake disk for four consecutive stops.

The brake disk temperature analysis takes into account the following:
1. Geometric dimensions of the brake disk
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2. Conduction: Heat conduction from the brake pads into the disk. The thermal conductivity
coefficient for carbon steels is 60.5 W/m-K. The specific heat coefficient (cp) of carbon steels is
434 J/kg·K.
3. Convection: The model allows you to enter estimate convection from the surface of the disk at
standstill and full-speed rotation. Typical values for the convection heat transfer coefficient for a
free standing surface is 2 to 25 W/m2· K. For forced convection by air, typical values are 25 to
250 W/m2· K. The default value is 10 W/m2· K when the disk is not rotation (Min Convection
input) and 75 W/m2· K when at full speed (Max Convection input).
4. Radiation: The model also includes heat loss from radiation. The default value of emissivity (ε)
is 0.25.
5. The modal assumes the following sequence:
a. Brake disk is initially at a constant temperature (Initial Temperature input).
b. Conveyor is stopped with the brake. Stopping time and brake torque from the selected
load case is used.
c. The conveyor is at standstill for the Wait Time
d. Conveyor starts. Starting time is from selected load case.
e. As soon as the belt is at full speed the belt is stopped, and the sequence is repeated.

Sidewinder v7.85
Report Details – CEMA Idler Mass Correction
When exporting the idler detailed report, and when using CEMA idlers, the report was showing the
rotating mass rather than the idler roll mass. This has been corrected.

PAX
User can now set the welding S-N curve specification for welds. User can select from AWS (American
Welding Society) or IIW (International Institute of Welding) S-N curves.

End Disk Weld Category

Rim Weld Category

PAX now calculates hot spot and effective notch stress at weld locations. The hot spot stress is evaluated
per IIW guidelines. The hot spot stress is calculated for both Von Mises and Principle stresses. The
following graphic show the output.
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The graphs show the stresses at the surface of weld. The small circles show the reference points for the
hot spot extrapolation. The large circles show the hot spot stress at the weld toe. The dashed lines show
the hot spot extrapolation.
The grid below the surface stress plots summarizes the maximum effective notch stress and hot spot
stress. The S-N curve category is also shown for each weld type. The grid shows allowable stress and the
S-N curve knee and the allowable stress if 20 years of life is required. The last column shows the
estimated life per the S-N curve.

IIW1 and DNV2 guidelines allow a reduction in stress if the stress is in compression during a rotation.
The stress reduction is 20% (i.e. modified stress is 80% of maximum fatigue stress) if the stress is fully
compressive during a full revolution. The graphs and grid show the modified stress for compression per
the guideline. At the pulley welds, the stress is very often full compressive due to the locking device
loads.
Note that the grid shows the alternating stress at the weld as negative if the stress is fully compressive
during a rotation. For example, in the graphic above the effective notch stress at the weld is -64.8 MPa
(principle stress). It is negative since the principle stress is always negative. The modified principle
stress is 0.8 * -64.8 = -51.8 MPa.
1

Hobbacher, A. F.. Recommendations for Fatigue Design of Welded Joints and Components (IIW
Collection - International Institute of Welding)
2
DNVGL-RP-C203, Recommended Practices - Fatigue design of offshore steel structures, April 2019
Edition, DNV GL Group
The default radii at weld location has been set to R = 1 mm. Per IIW guideline, the radius at fillet welds
is 1 mm for the calculation of the effective notch radius.
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Sidewinder v7.83
PAX
Added ability to plot shear stresses, and principle stress. Also added ability to plot minimum stress of
each stress type.

Tensile Strength (Su) of ASTM A36 changed to 400 MPa (58 ksi) per ASTM specification. ASTM
specification list the tensile strength range as 58-80 ksi [400-550 MPA].
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CEMA 7th Idler Drag – Ris Factor
We have added an input right on the main page for the CEMA 7th idler drag. In general, it seems
the CEMA 7th idler drag values are quite high. This is particularly true for longer conveyors, and
pipe conveyors where this factor can have a very large effect on the conveyor power.
Please refer to the tooltip, and page 156 of the CEMA 7th book for details on this factor.

This has also been added in the user preferences. Changing the value here will set all new files
to this value.
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Pipe Conveyor Ky Factor
The default Ky factor for pipe conveyors has been updated. The factor is still a function of conveyor
length but various from 1.25 to 1.8.

Sidewinder v7.78
Turnover
Added ability to model vertical turnover (bending moments from sag are not included if the turnover is
vertical).

DXF Exporting
Fixed a bug in the DXF exporting for languages that use a “,” for the decimal separator.

Sidewinder v7.77
Backstops
Updated the Rexnord backstop library.

Sidewinder v7.76
Interface Updates
A few small cosmetic updates to the user interface.

Idler Support Length
The idler support length for the Brazil world region (NBR 6678) has been updated (roll length + 17 mm).
Previously the default value was the roll length + 25 mm.
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Sidewinder v7.74
PAX – Chamfer Welds in the Rim Stiffener
We have added the ability to model a chamfer weld geometry at the weld between the rim and the
stiffener. Several new input variables have been added to the pulley geometry for this feature.

Sidewinder v7.72
Project Files
Corrected the material properties bug in project files.

Sidewinder v7.71
Microsoft Excel - Exporting
We have added several new improvements to the Microsoft Excel exporting feature for both single
Sidewinder files and Project files. This included improved support for World Region formatting.
Also added is a progress bar on the top of the window, as well as, a “cancel Export” button on the main
menu that is visible during exporting. Unfortunately, exporting large files and projects with many load
cases can still take a minute or two (this is due to the way the Microsoft linking works), but at least now
the progress bar lets you know if you have time to go grab a coffee.

Remember, you can still always right click on almost any grid (particularly in the project files) to copy
the data to the clipboard. You can and then paste it directly in excel. This feature is essentially
instantaneous.
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Pulleys – Custom Material Name
We have added the ability to enter a custom material name for the shaft, end disk, and rim material:

To enter a custom material, left-click on the Shaft Material cell and select “Custom”. You will then be
asked for a name. If you have a custom material, you must manually enter Tensile Strength, Yield
Strength, Fatigue Strength, and Adjusted Fatigue Strength.
Note: If you have a material that is commonly used, please send us the material properties and we’ll add it
to the default material list.

Sidewinder v7.70
PAX – Chamfer Welds in the End Disk
We have added the ability to model a chamfer weld geometry at the hub to end disk and the rim to end
disk welds. Several new input variables have been added to the pulley geometry for this feature.
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Sidewinder v7.66
User Preferences
The screen scaling variable is now saved in the user preferences.

Horizontal Curves
Corrected a small issue on the input grid of horizontal curves.

SaveAs Title
Corrected the windows title bar bug if the user cancels the “SaveAs” function.

User Catalogs
Updated the online user catalog. You can automatically download this file from the Help -> Download
Vender Catalogs menu option. If you are a vender and have a catalog that you would like to see added,
just email it to us. We’d be happy to include it in the “Sidewinder Catalogs.zip” file. We try to keep this
zip file updated with the latest online information.

Users can unzip this file anywhere they like (by default the Sidewinder install/Catalogs directory). This
location is set in the user preferences. Users can then quick access any of the catalogs from Sidewinder.
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Sidewinder v7.65
Windows Screen Scaling Support
Sidewinder now supports true Windows screen scaling. This is a huge improvement for anyone using
high resolution monitors (4k) or those that need a bit larger font size for readability. In windows 10,
Microsoft allows users to increase the scale and layout in the display properties. This is done is the
display properties as shown below.

However, in the background what windows actually does is take a snapshot of the application, and then
stretch that application by the required scaling value. Identical to taking a screenshot and resizing it in a
photo editing software program. Although this does indeed “increase” the image and fonts, it also
pixelates the image and is not a true image scaling function.
To avoid this, we have taken the step to truly scale the entire Sidewinder application! This required a fair
bit of effort as every form, input/output label, chart, etc. needed to be updated. The end result is a
beautiful looking new interface! More importantly this new interface uses all the latest Microsoft
libraries ensuring Sidewinder will be fully compatible for years to come. Below is an example of a
4K monitor scaled to 150%. The left is the default scaling, and the right the new interface.
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New true image scaling

Please note this will ONLY affect users who wish to use video resolutions that are nonnative to their
video monitors. For example, with a 4K monitor the native resolution is 3840 x 2160. However even
with a 27” monitor that pixel size is very small. As such many 4k (and higher) users scale their screen to
at least 150%.
If you choose to use imaging scaling you need to set the “Use DPI Scaling” option to YES in the
Sidewinder user preferences window (shown below).
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Various Interface Improvements
With all the updates for the true windows scaling support, many of the forms and layouts have also been
updated. This includes a new set of toolbar icons, as well as numerous improvements to many of the
output charts and reports.

If you prefer the old classic 16x16 icons (or are working with a smaller laptop monitor) you can still use
this setting in the user preferences (or turn off the toolbar entirely).

Belt Load Support
Corrected a bug with the idler load support when manually entering data for in English units for the
Maximum pulley diameter.

PAX – Shrink Disk Locking Device
We have added the ability to model a shrink-disk end disk in PAX (finite element analysis of pulleys). If
the end disk of pulley is a shrink disk and does not have a locking device, then select “Shrink Fit” in the
locking device type. The locking device elements will be removed from the model and the end disk will
directly contact the shaft. You may either enter the radial interference or pressure at hub to solve for the
contact pressure between shaft and hub. The “Coef of Friction” (coefficient of friction) input determines
the allowable amount of torque that the shrink fit connection is capable of.
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PAX – Crowned Rim
We have added the ability to model a crowned rim in PAX. To crown the rim, simply enter the length of
the crown and the inverse slope. For example, if the crown slope is 1/200 (slope is 1 mm decrease for
every 200 mm of length) then the “Inverse Crown Slope” value is 200.

PAX – Miscellaneous
The PAX manual has been updated.
The bending moment and torque charts are corrected for drive pulley that have two motors but
unsymmetrical geometry. This occurs if a dual drive pulley has an odd number of stiffeners which places
a stiffener at the center line. In this case the mesh must include the full pulley to correctly model the
center stiffener.
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Predefined Layout Options
The predefined layout options in the Easy profile have all been updated. There are also several new
additional layouts to choose from.
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Easy Profile – CAD importing
In conjunction with the new drive layouts (above), we had found that users may now want to import their
conveyors input the Easy profile window, and then simply add the desired head and tail layout. This is
very useful in preliminary engineering and when the designer wanted to be able to quickly compare
various conveyor options for more complex overland conveyor designs.

Vertical Profile - Predefined Layouts
User can also now insert ALL of the easy profile layouts when working in the standard “vertical profile”
element table. If the selected element is at,(or before) the first pulley, then the “head” end assembly
inputs will be shown when the “Insert Layout” button is clicked. If the selected element is after the head
pulley, then the tail predefined layout assemblies will be shown.
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User Manual
There have been several additions and updates to the user manual.

Plan View Layout – Fluid Couplings
Catalog dimensions for Voith fluid couplings (TV, TVV, TVVS) has been added. This include the
coupling diameters, widths, and lengths. As such the plan view layout windows are more accurate for
preliminary design and dimensioning layouts.

Dynamics Input Window
The input window and options for the starting and stopping behavior has been updated. This
window now reflects the same “style” as the other input windows making the interface a bit
easier to understand. There have not been any calculation changes. However, the new layout
makes changing the input values much easier. This will also allow additional inputs for new
features and future updates. User can also right click the start/stop control input cell for a
dropdown list of options.

New Dynamics Inputs

Old Classic input window
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Transfer Chute Size
A new input tab has been added to the Material/Take-up input location. This allows the user to input data
for either, or both the receiving and feeding belt conveyors. By default, the head chute is assumed to be
the normal design location. The user enters the information about the receiving belt conveyor (speed and
stopping time) and the head discharge chute volume is calculated.

However, the user can also only enter the “Feeding” belt properties and thus view the material buildup at
the conveyor loading point.
And finally, the user can enter both the receiving and feeding belt parameters for material build up at both
the loading point and head discharge.
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Idler Wing Roll – Tip Dimension
Most idler catalogs show the distance from the idler roll wingtips. As such this input has been added in
addition the currently used gap distance. If this value is entered the gap is automatically calculated. The
wing tip distance is also now always shown on the idler output page.
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Sidewinder v7.58
Motor Frame Sizes
Updated English unit moto frame sizes to match Baldor Sever Duty motor catalog.

Sidewinder v7.57
Conveyor Profile - Idlers
Corrected an issue where the idlers were being shown on the conveyor profile plot between pulleys.

PAX - FEA
Improved weld selection area for the summary table. For a Welded-Hub End Disk, added weld summary
for the hub to end disk weld.

Sidewinder v7.53
Project Files
Several improvements and additions to the project files. Also, when exporting a project to Excel you now
have the option to also export all pictures and images.

Load Case Output Tabs
Improved the visibility, fonts, and colors for the load case tabs in the main output window.
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Layout Window
Have you ever found yourself going to the report page just to check your head/tail layout during
a design? Or having to switch to the element profile to make sure your drive layout is what you
think it is? We found ourselves doing this a well and thought why not add a “Layout” tab on the
main page?
Now you can just click the tab and see both the head and tail layouts. Both the side and plan
views are shown. The views reflect what is on the report page, and thus if you adjust the view on
the report page it will be reflected here. You are not able to adjust the views on this new output
tab, that can only be done on the report page. This is by design, and I think easier for the users to
understand. But we are still playing with this new feature and your feedback is always welcome.
Let us know what you think!

Sidewinder v7.52
Equipment Summary Page
Added a reducer section and also several other new outputs.

Splice Allowance
Fixed a bug with the splice allowance input not saving.

Project Files – Recent Files List
Added a recent files list for project files. This is available when you enter the “Projects” pages. Also,
corrected a bug when opening a project file by double clicking on it in file manager
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Sidewinder v7.48
Splash Screen Logo
Splash screen now closes after starting Sidewinder (e.g., if you enter Alt-tab to switch between windows
the splash screen is no longer there).

Steel Cord Belting – Cable and Splice Layout
Added a checkbox on the belting output data page to show steel cord belt splices and layouts. Right click
on the image for various options, as well as the ability to export the layout to AutoCAD (dimensionally
correct). A range of splice strengths are supported including one, two, three, and four step patterns. Both
even and odd cable counts can be calculated. All splice dimensions and other inputs can be entered
manually on the splice input tab page.
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Sidewinder v7.47
Dymot Winches
Added several additional Dymot winches from the selection menu.

Preferences Word Report Location
Fixed an issue when manually selecting the location for Microsoft Word (winword.exe file) in the user
preferences.

Project Files – Take-up mass
Project file reports now correctly show the take-up mass as “---” for all types except gravity.

Sidewinder v7.45
SNL Series 31
If you prefer to use series 31 over series 30 pulley bearings as the default, you can now set this in the user
preferences page as the preferred option.

Report – A4 Format
Several improvements for A4 sized output reports.

Report – Motor Startup factor
The ratio of the starting tension to the running tension (startup factor “T1 Starting / T1 Running”) is now
output on the summary report in the motor section. This is only show for the fully loaded normal case. All
cases are shown on the motor output tab.

Sidewinder v7.44
Clearance & Splice Allowance
Clearance & Splice allowance inputs can now be set to zero.

Reducer Orientation
The default reducer orientation is now left hand counterclockwise (LH / CCW).

Tail Pulley Offset Correction
If you change the pulley diameter of tail pulley type, Sidewinder will now ask if you also want to adjust
the element coming into the pulley so the profile ends back at zero.

Project Files
Various corrections to the project file output page and when exporting this to Excel.
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Power Pie Plot
Added the option to remove the lift component on the power plots. Allows the user to more easily analyze
the drag components (excluding lift). Additionally, if the loading point drag is more than 10% (say for a
feeder belt) this component is further broken down in the material shearing force and the other forces.

Reports
Several updates to the reports. Fixed column formatting for A4 style paper.
Added the option to output the pulley and shaft geometry detailed tables for all the pulleys (previously
this was output per pulley type). This results in some duplicate information, but some users prefer this
and as such we have added this option.
An option for the vender data sheets has been added. We are hoping to get some user feedback on this
option. We can easily add additional information to this. The idea is to have summary sheets which can
be supplied to the manufactures for quotations.

Winch Selection
Corrected a bug when selecting specific winches on the structural input tab.
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Sidewinder v7.42
PAX FEA
Fix a FEA mesh smoothing issue for certain shafts.

Stringer Idler Selection
Fixed an issue when selecting the default stinger configuration.

Pulley Shaft – Bearing to Coupling Distance
Corrected a small issue where minimum distance between the bearing and the low speed coupling was
being limited. The minimum distance for this is now 35 mm and both the bearing with and coupling width
are used to limit this distance.

Idler Return Side Drop Height
The “Return Side Offset” in the Structural page is now the same input as in the vertical profile “Settings”
tab. The dimension is measured from the lowest point of the belting on each idler set (carry / return).
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Sidewinder v7.41
Stockpile / Stacker Calculation Improvements
Users can now work with up to five different loading/design conditions. This allows users the
ability to
easily switch between and compare various conditions. As such the maximum, minimum, and
expected stockpile sizes can be saved in a single Sidewinder file.

Users can select the “Pile Type” option as either “Stockpiles”, or “Radial stacker”. The input
grid for the selected type is then shown (and the other grid is hidden). This makes the input
window easier to understand and work with.
A “Description” label has also been added. Users can enter two lines of text by holding down the
“Shift” key and pressing enter to go to the second line (this is the same as on the conveyor input
information page). Right clicking on one of the five “Condition” option buttons allows the
ability to copy that condition to one of the other conditions (or to all of them).
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Sidewinder v7.40
Stringer Configurations
Added a few additional options for idler stringer layouts.
Splice Allowance
Users can now specify the number of splices to be included in the take-up travel allowances.

Sidewinder v7.37
PAX FEA
Added checks for the belt and face width of the pulleys. Also added defaults distances and
checks on driven pulleys and coupling distances to ensure the input geometries are physically
possible.

Sidewinder v7.36
Sheave Diameter to Take-up Cable Ratio Input
An input has been added for the default ratio of the take-up cable diameter to the sheave root dimeter
(previously this was fixed at 17.5, but as some designers use 20 we have simply added this as an input).

Idler Frame and Stringer Layout - Report
An option to include the idler frame and stringer layout image has been added to the report output.
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Brazilian Specifications
The Brazilian NBR 6678 idler specifications have been added to Sidewinder. This includes the idler roll
lengths, shell thickness, bearing to support dimensions, and other factors.

Feeder Belt – Material Acceleration
Corrected a bug which hid the initial material velocity input when selecting certain load point calculation
methods.
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Material Discharge Plow
Users can add a Material Discharge Plow (MDP) to any element in the vertical profile.
This assumes that all material will be removed after this point unless another loading point is located after
the discharge plow.

The “extra” drag on that element is calculated using the the sum of:
1. Change in momentum of the flow – This is just mass flow x velocity = kg / m * vel * vel
2. Drag of the plow – The drag of a single scraper with a width of 1.2 times the belt width.
The default value is 5 lbs/in of belting as per CEMA, but this can be set on the belting
details page.
3. There is also a “shearing” and a “stalling” force of the material on the belt against the
blade. We estimated this to be approximately the width of the belt of material being
sheared with an equivalent friction factor of 0.75
As an example, if we have 1500 t/h of coal (600 kg/m3) at 3.0 m/s belt speed, on a 1400 mm
wide belt, then the extra force would be:
1. 139 kg/m * 3 m/s * 3 m/s = 1251 N
2. 0.88 N/mm * 1400 * 1.2 = 1478 N
3. 138 kg/m * 9.81 m/s2 * 1400/1000 * 0.75 = 1431 N
As such the total extra drag at the material discharge location would be 4161 N.
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Sidewinder v7.32
Splice Length
The total required belt length now includes the addition of the splices based on the number of splice steps,
the splice step length, and number of rolls.
Added Length = Number of Steps * Step Length * Number Belt Rolls

Project Files
Added conveyor name to the project files pulley and load case pages.

Sidewinder v7.30
Automatic Updates
We recently updated our web site to SSL security for safe credit card transactions and other new web
features. However, this update unfortunately resulted in users not being able to check for Sidewinder
updates within Sidewinder itself. Updating to v7.30 will allow users to again use Sidewinder automatic
“Help -> Check for Updates” feature.

Plan View Layout
Various improvements to the plan view layouts for motors and brakes.

Sidewinder v7.29
Vertical Curves
Numerous updates and additions to the vertical curve main output window. Although the detailed vertical
curve output page is relatively unchanged, many of these outputs have been added to the main page for
easier access. Results are group by steady state running (maroon color) and momentary conditions (dark
blue). Individual cases can be viewed, as well as an overview of all cases (showing the governing case in
the last green column).
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Sidewinder v7.27
Belt Sag Output
Corrected an issue that arose in v7.23 with the belt sag for steady state running of design level 2 cases.
Design level 2 cases are by definition momentary, and as such the belt sag criteria (for both running and
momentary conditions) should also use the momentary belt sag input.

Sidewinder v7.26
Coupling Dimensions & Pulley Shaft Stresses
Updated the pulley shaft output pictures to match the new PAX input geometries. Also updated several
tool tips and the coupling inputs.

Sidewinder v7.25
Load Case & Frictional Condition Window
Various corrections to the loading points and skirt board only elements for reversable conveyors.

Sidewinder v7.23
Load Case & Frictional Condition Window
We have moved the load case and frictional condition’s input windows to a separate tab on the main
menu. This makes working with, and understand, the conveyor loading and frictional cases even easier.
This also allowed space to show the actual loading profile for each load cases as it is added, which is very
useful.
We think users will find this a great improvement to the ease of use of Sidewinder (we really like it). The
“Normal friction” case temperature is also now input on the frictional tab (same location as the low/high
friction cases) rather than the info window where it was previously located.
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Information Window
With the changes in the load case window we were also able to streamline the information and design
criteria windows.

Pulley Design Criteria
With the recent PAX pulley FEA addition we have added even more control over the pulley design
tensions by adding separate criteria for running and momentary tensions. Please see the tool tips for
details.
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Updated Belting Catalog Libraries
We have updated all the user belting catalogs with the latest date from ContiTech, Dunlop, Metso,
Oriental, and other manufactures.
This includes several new belts such as the Aramid / Kevlar belting.
If you have belting data you would like added, send us the information and we’d be happy to include it.
Also, you can always add your own custom library data under “User -> Equipment Library and
Databases”.
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PAX FEA Improvements
Several improvements to the PAX interface, meshing, and a few new features.

Auto Wrap Angle
Corrected an issue with certain geometries and pulley wrap angles of more than 230 degrees.
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Belt Flap Updates
Updated the belt flap output to show both the carry and return side together (plotted from the tail to the
head). We feel this is easier to understand and interrupt.

Add New Stringer Configuration
For 1:2 idler spacings (i.e. 1 x 2 m, or 2 x 4 m idler spacings) there are now two stringer options available
(1:2-A, and 1:2-B). Metso ES Idlers are also correctly shown as double rolls if they are used.
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Sidewinder v7.22
Horizontal Curves – Banking angles and Side Guide Roll Spacing
Added input columns for the carry and return side banking angles and side guide roll spacing. This is
active when the “Specify Banking angles” checkbox is selected. This will overwrite any values on the
“Conveyor Profile” page. If this is option is unchecked, then Sidewinder works the same as in the past.
When unchecked you can manually enter banking angles, and/or use different banking angles inside a
single horizontal curve (e.g in concave vs convex curves) by entering them on the “Conveyor Profile”
page, or updating them in the Horizontal Curve work page. The addition of this checkbox option is
simply to make it easier to enter banking angle information when only one banking angle is used in an
entire horizontal curve section.
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Sidewinder v7.21
Backstop Changes
The backstop output page has been updated. Several new outputs are now shown. The lift criteria is now
based on ½ the drag force (slightly more conservative).

Forward Material Drop - Brake Criteria
In addition to the changes above, the material drop plus ½ drag condition is also shown. This can be
thought of as the “opposite” of the backstop case. The decline sections of the conveyor are loaded and ½
the drag value is used to determine if the belt will continue to drift as it comes to rest. If so a brake may
be required. This added information is shown in the Backstop output page. Also, on the brake output an
additional line called “Static Brake Force” for each case is shown. This is the required brake holding
torque (without any load sharing if multiple brakes are installed) for each load case.
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Sidewinder v7.19
Gearless Drives
Fixed a few minor issues with the new gearless drive type released in v7.18.

Belting Output
Added the conveyor load on time to the “Belt” output window. For steel cord belting the ratio of the belt
cable diameter to the high tension pulley diameter is also shown. This should typically be 170 or greater.
The ratio of belt bottom cover thickness to the cable diameter is also output. Most belting manufactures
suggest that this should be at least 75% or greater.

Horizontal Curve Labels
Improved labeling on the horizontal curve input page. Label positions can also be moved around by left
clicking and dragging the label to the desired location. Head and Tail labels are also shown. This plot is
used in the output reports as well.
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Sidewinder v7.18
Pipe Conveyors – Custom Rolls
Users can now use custom individual rolls when working with pipe conveyors. This allows a different
center roll, 2 bottom wing rolls, and the 3 upper top tops to all be input individually (bearing, drag, roll
dimeter, length, etc).

Report – Drive Layout Names & Labels
Custom drive & pulley names and labels in the report outputs are now saved even after re-running the
calculations.

Pulley FEA (PAX Software)
Improved meshing and user control for shaft and fillet radii. Also added several new items to the
automatic report generation as well as several new inputs for different end disk profiles.

Gearless Drives
Added the ability to use gearless drives as a motor type. When selected various inputs are automatically
calculated.

User Library Updates – Pulleys / Belting / Idlers
Improved compatibility and user features for the custom libraries. This is particularly for the new PAX
finite element add-on where users can create a librar of pulleys for a specific project or globally for all
projects they work on.

Pulley Input Page
Correct a bug that was hiding the misc. pulley inputs (Pulley Drag, Manufacture, coupling width) on the
pulley input page.
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Sidewinder v7.15
Pulley FEA (PAX Software)
Several new additions and improvement in the PAX pulley FEA add-on. The automated reports are now
100% complete and contain all pulley details, graphs and images of all critical areas, and much more.

Horizontal Curves
Added a few new inputs in the horizontal curve work page. A plan view of the conveyor also now
highlights the selected curve area. When carry side curves are selected the curve area will be shown in
grey and when return side curves are selected the curves are shown in green. Note: this window is only
visible when the horizontal curve work page is maximized.

Sidewinder v7.13
CEMA 7th – Large Sample Method
Corrected an iteration issue with the idler spacing when using the CEMA 7th Large Sample calculation
method (Type I & Type II).
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Sidewinder v7.12
Vender Output Reports
Added vendor output reports. If none of the “additional information” outputs boxes are checked (as
shown below) a single page vender sheet will be generated. The purposed of these sheets is to include
only the necessary information to distribute to vender to get a quotation on pricing. If the vender data
checkbox is selected with any other option a normal report is printed with the vendor data sheets at the
end.
These reports are really easy for us to modify, so please let us know if you would like any additional
information included or removed!
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Sidewinder v7.09
User Preferences - Solution Method
Added the default solution method to the user preferences.

Stockpile Input
Added vertical scrollbars for users running 1366 x 786 screen resolution.
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Sidewinder v7.02
PAX – 3D Pulley Finite Element Analysis
The PAX software is a full 3D finite element software program for conveyor pulley analysis. AC-Tek’s
principle engineers have been preforming finite element analysis on conveyor pulleys for over 25 years.
They have been involved with the design and optimization of some of the world’s largest pulleys.
Previously, detailed pulley analysis could only be done using complex and expensive finite element
analysis software. Even then the effort, expertise, and time required to correctly model and interpret the
results for a pulley was extensive.
For years AC-Tek has envisioned developing a fast, accurate, and easy to use software program for
manufactures, conveyor designers, and end users. The PAX software is the result of that vision. As an
add-on to our Sidewinder software, PAX contains a plethora of features covering almost any pulley
design!
Click this link for more details and pricing for the PAX software: http://www.actek.com/Flyer.pdf
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Pulley End Disk & Inputs
With the addition of the new PAX finite element analysis software, the layout and input data for the
pulleys has been reorganized. Input data is now grouped in categories such as “Shafting, Locking Device,
Bearings, End Disk, and Rim”. Additionally, several new inputs and output have been added.

End Disk choices are: Welded Hub; Integral Hub; Single Profile; Double Profile; T-Top; Notched; and
Custom. Hub width and outer diameters are selected based on the locking device and catalog pressure.
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Dodge Torque Arm II (Class III) SF=2.0
All Class III tables have been added to the dodge product line. Previously only the Class II with the 1.4
safety factor were availed. If the users selected a Safety factor other than 1.4 or 2.0 the software will
interpolate from the catalog and select the closest size. If a SF of 1.4 or 2.0 is input the exact catalog
value will be selected. V-Belt and sheave selection and data has also been updated.

V-Plow Drag
The default value for V-Plow drag is now 40% of the drag for belt scrapers. By default, Sidewinder
automatically adds one scraper on the head pully and one V-plow at the tail.
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Horizontal Curve Importing CAD files
Corrected an issue when importing certain horizontally curves conveyor profiles in imperial
units.
Stringer Structural Supports
Added 150 x 25 and other stringer cross sectional members to the structural inputs.

Splice Length Belt Summary
Corrected an issue in the total splice length when summing of the number of belt rolls for belt splices with
3 or more steps.

Return Idlers – Input Dynamic Material Factor
User can now input a dynamic material factor for the return side idlers for conveyors with material on the
return side.

Reversible Load points - Graphic
Corrected a small issue with the load point graphics for reversible conveyors.

Report Generation
The performance of the report generation has been optimized with significant speed improvements.

User Pulley Library Database
To reflect the new pulley inputs the user customizable library has also been updated. Existing
“PulleyLibrary.csv” files will be automatically backed up (saved as dPulleyLibrary_v101.csv) and
updated the first time the user starts Sidewinder v7.0.

Updated Windows Drivers
Sidewinder v7.0 contains the latest windows .NET dll for both visual studio and many core
components of the software. This update guarantees the software will be compatible with
Windows operating systems now, and for years to come!
Carry Side Roll L10 Life Lump Factor
The idler “Dynamic Material Factor” has been reduced from 0.05 to 0.025. Although the
original published equations stated a factor of 0.05 for lumps up to 100 kg, AC-Tek has found
this value to be excessive, particularly for thicker steel cord belts. Users can still enter any value
they feel comfortable with, but the default has been reduced from 0.005 to 0.025 based on the
total mass of the lump.
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Project File Headers
If the line number is left blank for the “<project>” or “<description>” then this will appear in the header
column for all the printouts.

Project Files – Custom Vendor Quotation Forms
Custom Reports for project files can be set up by clicking the “New” button when the user is printing a
report. Custom logos, headers, footers, and much more can be permanently stored. Users can easily
generate vendor forms to directly request quotations for projects.
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Dodge TA2 Reducers
A few minor improvements to the Dodge TA2 selection and report output. If users enter a motor and
reducer sheave size, but not a standard reducer ratio (5, 9, 15, 25, or 40) Sidewinder will now try and pick
the closest size it can find. Previously the first size from the Dodge catalog was selected (thus always the
largest ratio).
Also, if the catalog and reducer sizes vary by more than 5% the reducer ratio will be flagged in red on the
motor output page.

Breakaway Multiplier
The breakaway Torque output on the motor tab no longer includes reducer or fluid coupling
losses. Its purpose is to reflect the initial static breakaway condition and as such these losses
would not be included. Please refer to the tooltip for complete details.
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Sidewinder v2.0 – v7.0
Removed
Old updates are available in the user manual, but have been removed from here to reduce this file size.
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